HOUSING STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN, PART 2
(we’re almost there!)
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OUTLINE FOR TODAY

1. Recap where we are today (~10 min)
   • Process over the last year
   • Themes from public comments

2. Briefly discuss new draft & suggested changes (~15 min)

3. Measuring our progress – housing indicators (~15 min)

4. ACTION PLANNING! (last 20 min)
We can accomplish more with:
- a clear set of goals
- specific actions
- shared commitment to focus
- working in parallel, as fast & well as we can!
MOVING TOWARD HOUSING ACTION: BUILDING A PLAN WE CAN USE NOW!

September: Sort through what we have so far, what we’ve done already, in-progress actions.

October: Refine plan vision, goals. Identify most impactful actions, who / when / how to implement.

November: Share draft plan at Summit & collaborate to identify our top 2024 actions. Refine & adopt plan in December.
WE HEARD FROM THE PUBLIC: LET’S TAKE ACTION!

• 100 people participated in Housing Action Summit
• 177 suggested changes or additions submitted
• 26 individuals submitted comments
• 10 agencies submitted comments:
  • Anchorage Community Land Trust
  • Catholic Social Services
  • MOA Planning Department
  • Anchorage Community Development Authority
  • AARP Alaska
  • Cook Inlet Housing Authority
  • Sightline Institute
  • AKPIRG
  • NeighborWorks Alaska
  • Alaska Literacy Program

And many, many more people have been engaged in this work and shared ideas!
These are the questions we’ve worked to answer via our strategic action plan.

The Big Question:
What will the Assembly do to make the most impact on housing?

• What would success look like a year from now (by end of 2024), as a direct result of our efforts? And in next 3 to 5 years?

• What policy actions do you think will have the biggest positive impact on our housing problems overall?

• What would have the most impact on housing in your district?

• What are you already working on? What do you want to work on?
1. Challenge to all members!
   • Choose something in at least 2 of the 6 strategy areas!
   • Sign up for at least 1 action you’re excited about.
   • Recruit 1 other member (or 2) to work on it with you.

2. Review the actions on the big sheets on the wall.
   • Use your 5 dots to mark actions we should focus on.
   • Are you already working on it? Write SPONSOR, your initials, circle it.
   • Do you want to work on it? Write your initials.